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ABSTRACT
In this paper, pilot design for channel estimation in multi-
ple input multiple output orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) systems with null subcarriers is
considered, where the mean square error (MSE) is chosen as
our optimization criterion. We design the placement of pilot
symbols and their powers for multiple transmit antennas to
minimize the MSE of the least square (LS) channel estimates.
To reduce the interference of pilot symbols from other trans-
mit antennas, an algorithm that ensures that the pilot symbols
are disjoint from the ones of any other antenna is proposed.
Simulation results based on IEEE 802.16e are presented to
illustrate the superior performance of our proposed method
over the existing standard and the partially equi-spaced pilot
symbols.

1. INTRODUCTION

Robustness of OFDM systems in multipath environments
together with the significant information capacity gain as
well as improved BER performance of MIMO systems, high-
light the substantial potential of MIMO-OFDM systems.
However, in comparison to a single antenna system with only
one channel to be estimated, a MIMO system withNt trans-
mit andNr receive antennas necessitatesNt ×Nr channels to
be estimated. This increased number of channels to be es-
timated may reduce the higher data rate of a MIMO system
if pilot subcarriers are not well optimized [1]. Therefore,
the placement and power distribution to pilot symbols to ef-
ficiently track the channel variation both in time and/or fre-
quency domains is crucial as the designed pilot symbols has
impact on the channel estimation performance and the BER
performance of the system.

In the literature, training signal design for channel es-
timation have been predominantly developed for single in-
put single output (SISO)-OFDM systems [2–6], and the ref-
erence therein. Optimal pilot symbols for OFDM systems
in the absence of null edges subcarriers are considered in
[2–5] where equi-distant and equi-powered pilot symbols
were found to be optimal with respect to several performance
measures.

In [7], a novel method for optimal preamble and pilot
symbols design for SISO-OFDM systems with null subcarri-
ers is considered in a frequency-selective block-fading chan-
nel estimation. Both pilot power and placement were ob-
tained by minimizing the MSE of channel estimate with con-
vex optimization methods. The same problem is addressed
in [6] where the placement of training signals is obtained by
parametric optimization, while the pilot power is obtainedby
minimizing the infinite norm of the channel MSE with con-
vex optimization. However, in [7] it has been reported that,

formulation of the convex optimization problem in [6] uses
some approximation in the objective function which may not
accurately represent the infinity norm of the channel MSE.
Furthermore, the accuracy of cubic function based optimiza-
tions in [6] depends on many parameters to be selected for
every channel/subcarriers configuration, which complicate
the design especially when the method is to be adopted in
MIMO-OFDM system that requires pilot set of every trans-
mit antenna to be disjoint from the ones of any other antenna.

A number of pilot design methods for MIMO-OFDM
systems have been studied, e.g. in [8–13]. In [9], equi-
powered pilot symbols are studied for channel estimation in
multiple antenna OFDM system with null subcarriers. But
they are not always optimal even for point-to-point OFDM
system. Pilot sequences designed to reduce the channel MSE
in multiple antenna OFDM system are also reported in [10]
but they are not necessarily optimal. In [11], partially equi-
spaced pilot symbols (PEP) for MIMO-OFDM with null
edge subcarriers is proposed, however the pilot placements
are not unique and may not result into good pilot set for some
channel/subcarriers configurations.

In this paper, we utilize the method proposed in [7] for
SISO systems where pilot symbols are obtained from the op-
timal preamble by iterative removal of pilot symbols with
minimum power. We extend this technique to MIMO sys-
tems with some modifications to ensure that the pilot sym-
bols of one antenna are disjoint from the pilot symbols of
any other antenna. A modified algorithm is proposed to en-
sure that the composite pilot sequence from all antennas are
positioned in the active subcarriers and are placed symmetri-
cally about the center of the active subcarrier zone.

Our novel method can be used to easily design pilot
symbols for MIMO-OFDM systems with different chan-
nel/subcarriers configurations. Furthermore, our approach
introduces a new pilot design paradigm that supports a
prominent number of transmit antennas with more tractabil-
ity in terms of complexity as well as applicability to OFDM
systems with different frame structures. Several design ex-
amples based on IEEE 802.16e are provided in Section 5 to
demonstrate the efficacy of our impressive design.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The
MIMO-OFDM system model is briefly described in Section
2. Channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM is concisely pre-
sented in Section 3, while the proposed multiple antennas pi-
lot design is addressed in 4. In Section 5, simulation results
demonstrating the performance of our proposed algorithm as
compared to the standard and the PEP scheme in [11] are
presented and finally, Section 6 concludes our paper.
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2. MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a frequency selective MIMO-OFDM wire-
less system withNt transmit andNr receive antennas. We
assume that the discrete-time baseband equivalent channel
between each transmit-receive antenna has FIR of maximum
lengthL, and remains constant in at least one OFDM block,
i.e., is quasi-static. Let us denote the channel from theith
transmit antenna to themth receive antenna as

him = [him[0],him[1], . . . ,him[L−1]]T . (1)

Our OFDM symbol is assumed to haveN subcarriers. We
consider one OFDM symbol duration and denote the trans-
mitted OFDM symbol from theith transmit antenna as

si = [si [0],si [1], . . . ,si [N−1]]T (2)
= di +pi, (3)

wheredi consists of data symbols, whilepi pilot symbols.
We assume thatdi andpi are in disjoint subcarrier positions.

At the transmitter, eachsi undergoes serial-to-parallel
(S/P) followed by anN-points inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form (IDFT) to produce an OFDM symbols. Each OFDM
symbol is parallel-to-serial (P/S) converted and a cyclic pre-
fix (CP) of lengthNp is appended to mitigate the multipath
effects. Then, our discrete-time baseband equivalent trans-
mitted signals can be expressed as

s̃i [n] =
1√
N

N−1

∑
k=0

si [k]e
j 2πkn

N , n∈ [0,N−1]. (4)

Assume thatNp ≥ L so that there is no inter-symbol in-
terference (ISI) between consecutive OFDM symbols. At the
receiver, we assume perfect timing synchronization.

After removing CP, the received time-domain signal at
themth receive antenna is given by

Ỹm =
Nt

∑
i=1

D(s̃i)him+W̃m, (5)

whereD(s̃i) represents the diagonal matrix whose diago-
nal entries are ˜si = [s̃i [0], s̃i [1], . . . , s̃i [N−1]]T andW̃m is as-
sumed to be i.i.d. circular Gaussian vector with zero mean
and varianceσ2

wI .
Applying discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to the re-

ceived time-domain signal̃Ym = [ỹm[0], ỹm[1], . . . , ỹm[N−
1]]T we obtain

Ym[k] =
Nt

∑
i=1

Him[k]si [k]+Wm[k], (6)

whereHim[k] is the channel frequency response of the(i,m)th
channel at frequency 2πk/N given by

Him[k] =
L−1

∑
l=0

him[l ]e
− j 2πkl

N , (7)

and the noise{Wk} is the DFT ofW̃m.

3. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN MIMO-OFDM

For a discrete setI , we denote|I | as the number of
elements ofI . Let Ks be the set of active subcarriers. We
assume that the number of pilot symbols in each OFDM sym-
bol to beNp. For OFDM symbol transmitted from theith
transmit antenna, we put pilot and data symbols at subcarrier
sets denoted asKpi andKdi , respectively.

To simplify the LS estimation, we setKpi for i =
1,2, . . . ,Nt to be disjoint such that

Kpi ∩Kpn = /0 for i 6= n. (8)

We also assume that there are no pilot symbols atKdi , i.e.,

Kdi j Ks\
(

Kp1∪Kp2 · · · ∪KpNt

)

(9)

where\ denotes set difference.
Since the same channel estimation process is performed

at each receive antenna, we only need to considerNt transmit
antennas and one receive antenna in designing pilot symbols,
that is, the channel is modeled as a superposition of multiple-
input single-output (MISO) channels, as in [11, 12]. Thus,
without loss of generality, we can describe the first receive
antenna and omit the receive antenna index.

Suppose that we estimate the channels for coherent de-
tection with pilot setsKp1,Kp2, . . . ,KpNt

, then, to transmit
data symbols, it is necessary to meet|Ks|−NpNt > 0

Let us define the frequency-domain channel gain at

Hi = [Hi [k1], . . . ,Hi [k|Ks|]]
T , (10)

wherekn < kn′ if n< n′.
We defineF as anN×N DFT matrix whose(m+1,n+

1)th entry ise− j2πmn/N, and

FL = [f0, . . . , fN−1]
H (11)

as anN×L matrix consisting ofN rows and firstL columns
of a DFT matrixF, where(·)H is the complex conjugate
transpose operator. We also define anNp×L matrixFpi hav-
ing fH

kn
for kn ∈Kpi as itsnth row.

Then, the received signals in (6) having pilot symbols
from theith transmit antenna is expressed as

Ỹi =DpiFpihi +W̃i, (12)

whereDpi is a diagonal matrix constructed from pilot sym-
bols from theith transmit antenna and̃Wi is the correspond-
ing sub-vector ofW̃m.

Similar toFpi , we define a|Ks|×L matrixFs havingfH
k

for k∈Ks as itskth row, wherekn < kn′ if n< n′. Then, we
obtain

Hi = Fshi . (13)

From (12) and (13), the LS estimateĤi of Hi is given by

Ĥi = Fs(F
H
pi
ΛpiFpi )

−1(DpiFpi )
H Ỹi , (14)

where

Λpi =DH
pi
Dpi = diag

(

λi,1, . . . ,λi,Np

)

. (15)
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Let us define the sum of the mean-square error (MSE) of
the channel gain atKs as

ηi = E{||Ĥi−Hi||2}, (16)

where|| · || is the Euclidean norm. i.e.ℓ2 norm. Then, the
channel MSEηi can be expressed as [6,7]

ηi = Fs

[

1
σ2

w

(

FH
pi
ΛpiFpi

)

]−1

FH
s (17)

For a given pilot set, the optimal pilot power
λi,1, . . . ,λi,Np that minimizes the channel MSEηi can be
found numerically by resorting to convex optimization tech-
nique [7].

Since we haveNr receive antennas, the average of the LS
channel MSE of each receive antenna is given by

ξ =
σ2

w

Nt

Nt

∑
i=1

tr

[

Fs

(

FH
pi
ΛpiFpi

)−1
FH

s

]

(18)

In the following, based on (18), we determine the sets
Kp1,Kp2, . . . ,KpNt

and power distributions to pilot subcar-
riers by using convex optimization technique.

4. PILOT DESIGN FOR MIMO-OFDM

To determine pilot sets and power distributions to pilot
subcarriers, we modify the algorithm in [7] to accommodate
multiple antennas while guaranteeing that the designed pilot
sets are disjoint from each transmit antenna. The main ob-
jective of disjoint pilot sequences in each transmit antenna
is to ensure appropriate separation of pilot sequences in the
receiver.

The pilot set for the first transmit antenna is obtained
from the designed optimal preamble with semidefinite pro-
gramming (SDP) by iterative removal ofNm minimum sub-
carriers symmetrically, followed by optimization of the re-
maining subcarriers as in [7].

Once the pilot set for the first transmit antenna is found,
the set is excluded from the active subcarrier set and the pilot
set for the second transmit antenna is obtained from the re-
maining active subcarriers using the iterative algorithm until
the second pilot set is obtained. The algorithm is executed
until pilot sets for allNt transmit antennas are obtained.

The modified pilot placement and power design proce-
dure forNt transmit antennas is summarized as follows:
1. InitializeKr = Ks, whereKr stands for the set of avail-

able subcarriers.
2. while i= 1, . . . ,Nt

(a) Define the temporary setKt = Kr and optimizeKt
subcarriers using convex optimization

(b) Save the obtained position and power of the subcar-
riers

(c) If Np < |Kt |, remove Nm minimum subcarriers sym-
metrically to the zeroth subcarrier, else go to stepf)

(d) UpdateKt (|Kt |= |Kt |−Nm).
(e) Optimize the power of the remaining subcarriers us-

ing SDP and go to stepb)
(f) Save pilot position asKpi and its power distribution
(g) UpdateKr = Kr \Kpi , i← i +1 and return stepa)

until i ≥ Nt
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Figure 1: Pilot position and power distribution for four trans-
mit antennas

In the algorithm, once the setKpi is obtained, it is ex-
cluded from the the remaining active subcarriersKr \Kpi .
This assures that the optimized pilot symbols from all trans-
mit antennas are located in disjoint pilot set in any non null
subcarriers, while the symmetrical removal ofNm subcarriers
after every optimization, check for the disjoint pilot setsto be
placed symmetrically about the center of the signal band.

When the algorithm exit, we will obtain the pilot posi-
tions and the normalized pilot powers for each antenna. To
optimally distribute power between pilot symbols and data
subcarriers, we can also modify the method in [7] depending
on the data transmission scheme. If one adopts OFDMA for
data transmission, the method in [7] can be directly applied,
while if one prefers space time block coding for data trans-
mission, the method in [7] should be modified accordingly to
the data transmission scheme.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed pilot design through computer simulations, where
we setσ2

w = 1. The parameters of the transmitted OFDM sig-
nal studied in our design examples are as in the IEEE 802.16e
standard in [14, p.429], where an OFDM frame withN= 256
is considered. Out of 256 subcarriers, 200 are used as data
subcarriers. Of the remaining 56 subcarriers, 28 are null in
the lower frequency guard band while 27 are nulled in the
upper frequency guard band and one is the central DC null
subcarrier. Of the 200 used subcarriers, 8 are allocated as
pilot subcarriers, while the remaining 192 are used for data
transmission or null for pilot symbols of other antennas.

To design disjoint pilot tones to multiple transmit anten-
nas, we construct a composite pilot sequence with index sets
{Kp} havingNtNp subcarriers with significant pilot power
and reasonable position. The pilot set for the first antenna is
obtained as in [7], then by utilizing our algorithm in Section
4, which exclude the designed pilot set from the preamble
and repeat the same procedure for the remaining subcarriers,
we can obtain the pilot sets for allNt transmit antennas.

Through our modified algorithm, we obtain the normal-
ized optimal pilot symbols for theNt transmit antennas, then
we utilize the method proposed in [7] to distribute power
to pilot and data subcarriers for a given OFDM power per
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Figure 2: Comparison of channel estimate MSE between the
proposed and the standard

frame. The proposed method in [7] plots the BER as a func-
tion of the power allocation ratioα. Then optimal value of
power allocation ratioα which minimizes the BER and make
practical significance is obtained directly from the plot.

Fig. 1 shows the designed disjoint optimal pilot set for 4
transmit antennas whenNp = L = 8, and the total transmitted
power per OFDM frame isE = 200. We use the optimal
value ofα = 0.8623 obtained in [7] for all transmit antennas.
This implies that, the total pilot power for each antenna is the
same for all transmit antennas.

For all antennas the pilot power and location are well dis-
tributed within the in-band region which promises better es-
timation of the channel even at the edge of the band. For the
optimal preamble where all active subcarriers are considered
as pilot symbols therebyα = 0 and the total power dedicated
to one OFDM frame is distributed to the pilot symbols ac-
cording to their normalized optimal power.

In the following we compare each of the designed pilot
set with the existing IEEE 802.16e standard pilot symbols
separately i.e SISO-OFDM mode. The aim is to observe the
performance of the designed pilot symbols in each antenna
with respect to the standard one to ensure that each designed
pilot set have better performance. A noteworthy fact is that,
when some SISO-OFDM methods are adopted in MIMO-
OFDM pilot designs the performance of some designed pilot
sets deteriorates with increased number of transmit antennas.
That is only few pilot sets yields a significant performance.

In Fig. 2, the normalized channel estimate MSE of
the designed disjoint pilot symbols in Fig. 1 is com-
pared with the existing standard which places the eight sub-
carriers at{±13,±38,±63,±88}. The total pilot power
for each antenna is taken to beNp, for both the standard
(equally spaced, equi-powered pilot symbols) and our pro-
posed method. From the plot it is clear that the performance
of each antenna outperforms the standard. The standard pilot
design does a poor job of estimating channel at the subcarri-
ers near the guard band, this is due to lack of the pilot sub-
carriers at the edge of OFDM symbols in the IEEE 802.16e
standard, and there by the estimation via the extrapolation
for the edge subcarriers results in a higher error [8]. The
possible solution would be to increase the number of pilot
subcarriers at the edge subcarriers as proposed in [15], how-
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Figure 3: Comparison of pilot design for three transmit an-
tennas

ever this would decrease the spectral efficiency of the system.
Our proposed design illuminates the improvement obtained
by rearranging the pilot symbols without any addition of pi-
lot subcarriers at the edge as suggested in [15]. This clarify
that the uniform-spaced and equal power pilot symbols are
suboptimal for an OFDM system with null subcarriers.

In [11], it is stated that, the power of pilot symbols de-
creases when the pilot symbols are close to the null/virtual
carriers zone due to the fact that there are less data carri-
ers, this might be true, however the power allocated to these
subcarriers need to be significant, otherwise the problem of
channel estimation via the extrapolation for the edge subcar-
riers will still persist.

Fig. 3 compares our proposed pilot symbols and the par-
tially equi-spaced pilot (PEP) symbols proposed in [11] for
L = Np = 16. In the two designs, the total pilot power from
the different transmit antennas are equal. For our proposed
design power allocated to the edge pilot symbols is slightly
lower than that of the mid pilot symbols, however the dif-
ference is not as large as in the PEP design. In [11], pilot
placement does not consider any performance criterion, how-
ever the power allocation is based on minimizing the chan-
nel MSE to the designated pilot subcarriers. This reduces the
computation complexity of the design but does not guarantee
optimal pilot set. In our proposed design both pilot position
and power are taken into consideration and thereby ensuring
better performance under different performance criteria.

In Fig. 4, we made a comparison of the channel estimate
MSE to each active subcarrier symbol for the designed dis-
joint pilot symbols in Fig. 3. From the plot, it is clear that
the performance of our proposed design outperforms the PEP
for some antennas. The PEP design does a poor job of esti-
mating channel at the subcarriers near the guard band, this is
not due to lack of the pilot subcarriers at the edge of OFDM
symbols but insignificant power allocated to the pilot sym-
bols close to the null subcarrier zone. This further suggest
that both pilot powers and placements need to be carefully
considered in the design.

To further demonstrate the potential of our proposed de-
sign, we made a comparison of the average channel estimate
MSE vs channel lengthL. To obtain the channel MSE of
our proposed design as well as the PEP scheme, we varied
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Figure 5: Channel MSE of pilot symbols for three transmit
antennas

the channel lengthL, from 1 to 16. Fig. 5 presents the av-
erage channel MSE. The proposed optimized pilot symbols
exhibit lesser channel MSE than the PEP symbols. This fur-
ther demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed design.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we addressed the problem of channel es-
timation for MIMO-OFDM systems with null subcarriers.
Specifically, we extended the optimization method for de-
signing pilot symbols in a SISO-OFDM system in [7] to
MIMO systems. Through numerical simulations, we have
verified that the designed pilot subcarrier set for each trans-
mit antenna has a better channel estimate performance than
the existing equally spaced and equi-powered IEEE 802.16e
standard and the partially equi-spaced pilot symbols. The
results verify that the proposed algorithm is a prominent can-
didate for the design of disjoint pilot sequences in each trans-
mit antenna that ensures appropriate separation of sequences
at the receiver, while attaining a superior channel estimation
over the equally spaced equal powered pilot symbols. We
have also verified that the proposed method can be used to
design pilot symbols in MIMO-OFDM systems with differ-

ent channel/subcarriers configurations.
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